
In that period 
when summertime 
morphs into 
winter chill, there 
lies ‘autumn’ and 
varying from 
year to year the 

weather might be drab and foggy, mild and misty, 
or a chill precursor to the cold to come.

However, whilst with warming climate some flowers now 
persist well into autumn and even beyond, any idea that 
this season is dull for nature is deeply flawed. The cooler 
air of autumnal breezes ushers in a season of remarkable 
colours of gold, brown, yellow, orange and red; and with 
leaf-fall comes the damp, sweet fragrance of gently 
humifying organic matter. Long-lived perennial plants will 
have removed useful materials from the dying leaves 

prior to sealing 
off their tissues 
so they wither and 
drop. Furthermore, 
the accumulated 
waste products of 
a season’s growth 
are excreted into 
the leaf tissues to 
be removed from 
the plant for this 
year. The mix of 
the breakdown of 
chemicals in the 
plant leaves which 
helped power 
photosynthes is 

during the long summer 
months and of waste products 
excreted produces the colours 
which vary with time and between species. Of course 
perennial evergreen plants shed their old leaves year-
round so we tend not to notice them as we do with the 
dramatic leaf-fall of deciduous species.  

The result of the deciduous behaviour is the potential 
for a spectacular show-time of dramatic colours but the 
intensity varies year to year with the first hard frosts and 
with storms and winds. If cold weather is late arriving and 
storm winds are absent them leaves will remain attached 
much later, the colours intensify, and the impact is 
greater. You can also see local variations in spots 
sheltered from the wind or elsewhere as frost pockets 
cause colours to change the earliest. Often quite suddenly 
the leaves have gone as storm and frost take their toll to 
leave the trees naked and bare for the remainder of the 
winter months. Yet whilst we might regret the passing 
of summer into autumn and then into winter, it is worth 
remembering that the inexorable nature of the seasons 
is essential for spring to then trigger a new summertime. 
Whilst our autumn mostly lacks flower as such, it brings 
its own colours and fragrance along with the displays of 
fungi and the promise of the birdlife soon to arrive with 
us from the more northerly climes. The red berries of 
autumn mountain ash are a reminder that soon the Viking 
fieldfares and the redwings will descend on us from afar. 
Maybe we will even be privileged to witness a waxwing 
irruption to feast on our winter berries; only time will tell.                                                      
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